Parking Structure
640-700 W. 27th Street
Company History
•The AAA LA Headquarters located at 2601 South Figueroa Street was established in 1923 and is a pillar of the
Central Los Angeles community.
•AAA is committed to expanding its presence and services in Southern California and in the City, specifically through
bringing new employment opportunities.
•AAA has been operating a surface lot on the current Project Site to support ongoing growth in employees and
services since 1969.

THEN

NOW

Project Description
•The Project Site is currently developed with an existing surface parking lot of 69,731 square feet with 247 parking
spaces for AAA employees.
•AAA is proposing the demolition of the existing surface parking lot and the development of a new, 202,000 SF
four and half story parking structure with up to 750 parking spaces and up to 70 long-term and short-term bicycle
parking spaces (“Proposed Project”).

Economic Growth
•AAA has consistently invested in job growth in Los Angeles over the years and plans to continue this expansion into the future.
•In 2000, AAA added an Insurance Policy Management Group call center which initially opened with approximately 200 positions
and was eventually expanded to 285.
•In 2017, AAA opened a Direct Sales operation which has more than doubled from approximately 70 employees to over
150 employees.
•AAA has also steadily grown its Insurance Claims operation with the addition of 80 workstations in 2017 with a
staffing level of over 175 new positions.
•In 2018, AAA established its Club Labs (e-business) operation, adding another 40+ workstations.
•In total, AAA plans to accommodate hiring 400 new employees at the LA Headquarters.

In partnership with:
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Features Consistent with Community Plan Update
AAA has made an extensive effort to implement the recommended design guidelines specifically for private parking structures within the adopted South
Los Angeles Community Plan Update. Below are references to sections from the adopted Community Plan with which the Proposed Project complies.

Ample Screening

Pedestrian Safety

Abundant Landscaping

Limited Vehicular Entry/Exit

See Appendix B. Section 1B.
G2. and G9.

See Appendix B. Section 1A.;
See also Chapter 3, Goal LU9:
Policy LU9.1– LU9.3

See Appendix B. Section 1A.
G2.; See also Chapter 3, Goal
LU8: Policy LU8.2 – LU8.4

See Appendix B. Section 1A.
G10. & 1B. G5.

Benefits to the Community

Jobs

Increase in Services

AAA LA Headquarters
currently has 865 employees
with anticipated growth in
the coming years.

Over the years, AAA has
increased its services in the
areas of Insurance Policy
Management, Direct Sales, and
Insurance Claims. Additionally,
AAA established Club Labs
(e-business) operation.

In partnership with:

Environmental
Leadership
AAA is working closely with
its Environmental Consultant
to ensure that there is minimal
impact to air quality and noise
pollution. The roof will include
solar panels and EV spaces will
also be provided. In addition,
the Proposed Project will provide
approximately 4,300 square feet
of landscaped area.

Zoning

Outreach Efforts

While the development of the
parking structure will require a
zone change, the proposed zone
change from RD1.5 to C2 will
expand the opportunity for future
residential uses. The RD1.5 zone
only allows for residential at a
density of 1 unit per 1,500 sf
of lot area. The C2 zone allows
residential at a density of 1
unit per 400 sf of lot area, thus
greatly expanding the ability of
any future repurposing of the site
for residential use.

AAA has worked closely with
the City Planning Department,
Council Office, and Urban
Design Studio to strategize
about the parking structure
design to ensure compatibility
with surrounding uses.

